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a mean and very on-point.

In one of these, she saw a lake dotted with pale ships, weaving their sails among little islands, with trees and
clouds passing by. Edmonde Charles-Roux, whom Chanel dubbed her official biographer, claims it was Coco
who set up the workshop which became Kitmir, putting Marie 'in charge of it', but she also makes the curious
statement that Dmitri, then Chanel's lover, was in some way the inspiration for the Russian fashions shown in 
There were few logical political benefits to be derived from a union of Bernadotte and Romanov, particularly
as Vilhelm was a younger son and Marie only a Tsar's granddaughter. Free to go her own way, Marie would
not see her son again until as if, literally, from the other side of an abyss. The woman who had married one
commoner herself, and seemed interested in another in Buenos Aires years later, had picked a fight with
Lennart in , over his marriage to his first wife, Karin Nisvandt. It says something for Marie's energy that in ,
only three years after fleeing Russia and leaving virtually everything behind, she could found a Russian
embroidery workshop in Paris which she called Kitmir, after a friend's pet lapdog, and not only make a go of it
but draw as her most celebrated buyer the even then legendary Gabrielle 'Coco' Chanel. Despite the presence
of two women servants'male servitors being de rigeur in great houses'the Comte de Robien enjoyed himself,
especially when driving home with Countess Kleinmichel in her barouche, "on the most diaphanous of white
nights. Odette packed as many of their things as she could. Even as a baby she had entertained grave old men,
who were her neighbors at table, with her astonishing remarks. Certainly, in later years, on coming to know
her son by Prince Vilhelm of Sweden, Count Lennart Bernadotte af Wisborg, Marie obliged the tall young
man to address her by her given name rather than 'mother', a requirement that seems not to have sat
comfortably with either the boy or the man. The birth of a son, in May , failed to make bearable either the
marriage or the goldfish bowl of the etiquette-driven Swedish court in which it existed; and in autumn , the
canny King Gustav suggested that his son and daughter-in-law take a cruise to Siam, to represent Sweden at
the coronation of King Vajiravudh in Bangkok'something of what in modern parlance is called a second
honeymoon, and eerily prescient of the similarly unsuccessful trip to the same part of the world undertaken by
Prince Charles of Wales and his wife, Diana, some eighty years later. At Tobolsk, she and her sisters sewed
jewels into their clothing in hopes of hiding them from their captors, since Alexandra, Nicholas and Maria had
been searched upon arrival in Ekaterinburg, and had items confiscated. Looking at Marie's unsettled
childhood, this stands to reason: She was even hungrier for the fatherly protection taken from her so young
than she was for the physical satisfaction which, as a young, pretty, and passionate woman, she ought to have
enjoyed from her husband. Her hair had golden lights in it, and when it was cut after her illness in , it curled
naturally over her head. Historians generally accept that he was homosexual, without pointing out how much
of his odd behavior may have been occasioned by the fear and self-loathing he, in a family that did not
appreciate men of his kind, probably lived with on a daily basis. Marie's memoirs, The Education of a Princess
and A Princess in Exile, published by Viking Press in and , were highly successful, and she signed many
copies with a purple flourish. But again, success that seemed within reach eluded her Kniaz Igor, like its 10th
century namesake, started off promising and came to a dark end. Marie Nicolaevna, alone of the sisters, had a
decided talent for drawing, and sketched quite -well, always with her left hand. Anastasia had been shot and
beaten, but had enough might to suddenly sit up and scream until she had been silenced. British Vogue
editor-in-chief Alexander Shulman said the photos captured Kate's great sense of humor. Later that night, they
were burned and the remains were placed in a mineshaft McGuire  As she grew older, her personality changed
drastically because of her dramatic childhood. This is certainly possible: Marie had some wonderful things,
inherited from her mother's collection as well as from the best of what Aunt Ella gave her after taking the veil
in  Siam opened Marie's eyes in several ways. Though toward herself and her brother Uncle Serge was capable
of an affection almost maternal, Marie freely admits she could not entirely disagree with a world that thought
him heartless, self-centered and cruel. On the occasion she wrote "I was sitting beside him to grab the wheel or
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put my foot on the brake if he fell asleep and lost control, but on that occasion I must have dozed off myself.
February 17,. There must have been plenty of indications to those making the arrangements on the Swedish
side that Prince Vilhelm was no more suited to marriage than Serge had been. Argentina, the last ship to leave
the States before the declaration of war. What did peel away fast was the imported European civilization Peter
the Great had veneered over the rough planking that constituted the better part of Russia's social and economic
structure. His mother brought with her some curious baggage, including a sewing machine, a typewriter, and
complex photography equipment, mixed in with her wardrobe, books and 'numerous manuscripts'. On one of
her transatlantic trips between Europe and New York, just after the outbreak of World War II in , a young
American college senior who met Marie on the Ile de France remembered a woman with "a great sense of
humor and a great flair about her and charisma. But though she smiles, Marie does seem out of place in the
hands of the dashing, athletic Serge.


